COOPERS PREMIUM LIGHT
Coopers Premium Light is brewed using traditional raw materials and brewing techniques.
The aroma is clean and fresh with up-front malt characters, subtle fruity esters and late floral and
grassy hop notes. The flavour is soft and malty with a noticeable mouth feel followed by a sweet middle
palate, finished with a medium to light body and a crisp, mild after-bitterness. Welcome to a premium
low-alcohol lager that does not sacrifice on flavour.
If you’re the type to enjoy a crisp lager in the heat of summer or a refreshing low-carb beer, you should
get to know our extended family. Coopers Lagers are an effervescent kind of beer which are light in
colour and body and have been conditioned at low temperatures.
EBC

IBU

ENERGY

CARBOHYDRATE

9

125 KJ/39 CAL/100ML

17

2.1G/100ML

ABV

2.9%

PROTEIN

0.3G/100ML

COOPERS PREMIUM LAGER
Coopers Premium Lager is brewed using traditional raw materials and brewing techniques,
for a refreshing flavour with a good balance of malt and hop characters. Subtle fruity esters combine
with a blend of Pride of Ringwood and Saaz hops to produce a crisp, golden lager. The flavour is
smooth and malty, followed by a firm middle palate and finished with a medium body and a crisp,
non-lingering after-bitterness.
If you’re the type to enjoy a crisp lager in the heat of summer or a refreshing low-carb beer, you should
get to know our extended family. Coopers Lagers are an effervescent kind of beer which are light in
colour and body and have been conditioned at low temperatures.
EBC
9

ENERGY

189 KJ/45 CAL/100ML

IBU
22

ABV

4.6%

CARBOHYDRATE
2.4 G/100ML

COOPERS DRY
Coopers Dry delivers on the promise of refreshment in the form of a low-carb, fine filtered beer.
With less residual carbohydrate than other beers in the market, Coopers Dry displays a clean, crisp taste
with thirst quenching drinkability. A refreshing citrus taste of lime and lemon combined with subtle floral
aroma notes allows this beer to be paired with a wide range of food all year round.
If you’re the type to enjoy a crisp lager in the heat of summer or a refreshing low carb beer, you should
get to know our extended family. Coopers Lagers are a kind of effervescent beer which are light in colour
and body and have been conditioned at low temperatures.
EBC

IBU

ENERGY

CARBOHYDRATE

5

121 KJ/29 CAL/100ML

8

0.9 G/100ML

ABV

4.2%

PROTEIN

0.2G/100ML

